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Tactical effoL~s to realise the programmatic policies 

of the CPI and the CPI(M) on agrarian reforms and.rural 

democracy will be analysed here with reference to West 

Bengal. 'rheir practice in respective peasa.11t organisations 

and their individual policy pursuits in the state politics 

of West Bengal will also be analysed. 

secti0n 1 Peasant Organisation 

rhe credit of organised peasant movement both in the 
.,.. 

pre-and post-independence periods goes to the Indian 

communists. 'fhey started working through the All-Indifill 

Kisan 5abha (AIKS) formed in 1936. The Communist Party of 

India used this peasant front and led a sustained and 

potential struggle against the imperialist rulers and 

native ~ndars in the pre-independence days and against 

the Indian _r~..lling class and landlords in the post-indepen-

dence period. But this sustained movement faced a major 

split just after the emergence in 1964 of the CPI(M). The 

All-India Kisan 3abha was split in 1967 into AIKS-CPI and 

AIKS-CPI (M). Here this study is designed to explore how the 

CPI and the CPI (M) led their respective peasant fronts for 

realisation of their respective programmatic aims with 

reference to West Bengal. 

It may be recalled that the Sino-Soviet ideological 

rift left a chain reaction which was not 1 imited to the 
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functioning of the party bu.t; also penetrated into the 

frontal organisation soon and united work for the common 

cause \vas becoming impossible. 11 Certain important political 

differences were reflected in the thinking of the leadership 

of the All-India Kisan Sabha, constituted mostly Of 

important members of the CPI, as a result of sharp political 

division in that party in the late fifties •• 1 • The 

differences clearly manifested in 1962, at the time of the 

armed border conflict between India and China. Afraid of 

prevailing discontent and groding democratic movements, 

Government took advantage of the war to use repressive 

measures against the pro-Chinese CPI members. A section of 

the CPI members who are believed to have sided with the 

Congress government in this matter escaped Government fury. 

Most of the Kisan Sabha members of the .Left CPI were detained 

under ~fence of India Act/Rules (1962). 'rhe Left CPI 

criticized that the Rightists of the Kisan Sabha lost no 

time in taking undue advantage of the absence of the large 

number of Kisan Sabha leaders and workers who weFe in jail, 

and planned to 'capture ' the AIKS units at the state level. 

With that aim in vievl they organised 'special conferences I 

of the state and district Kisan Sabha units 2 • 

While the CPI was split in 1964 the AIKS was broken 

into AIKS-CPI and AIKS-CPI(M) in August 1967. The CPI{M) 

-dominated AIKS held it;s annual session at Madurai in 1968 

\vi·,i~n had 971,473 membersi in 1969 its next annual session·-

.-· 



at Barsul (Burdwan) was attended by 449 delegates represent

ing 964,430 members of which West Bengal accounted for 

3 5 89, 8'33 members • ·rhe AIKS-CPI held its annual session at 

Barasat (W.3.) in the summer of 1970; its next session was 

held at Bhatinda in PUnjab in September, 1973 and it had 
'4 

722,222 members-. 

Hereafter, both the rival peasant organisations started 

bitterly criticising each other. Hare Krishna Konar, 

General Secretary, AIKS-CPI { M) (ne\vly elected at Barsul 

annual session) stated : 11 DI:'. Z.A.Ahmed as President of the 

rival organisation approached Kisan Sabha for united move-

ments aDd formation of coordination committees at all 

levels. That this praposal lacked sincerity was proved by·-· 

the fact tha}; they slandered Kisan Sabha for the disruption 

they created • • • Their Central Council reiterated the 

proposal for coordination committees and on that basis Dr. z. A. 

Ahmed and Tej Singh Sv1atantra met H. K. Konar and H. s. Surj eet. 

vlhii.e rejecting their slanderous charges ••• we replied that 

we are for united movements • • • But formation of coordina-

tion cOmmittees at all-India level just now will be unreal 

Objective pre-requisites will have to be created by · 

devel aping joint movements at the 1 owest levels u5 • In that 

session Konar also reacted sharply to the other split of the 

AIKS-CPI (M) that came in the wake of Naxalbari movement : 

11 We have seen how the adventurists harmed the peasant 

movement at Naxalbari in West Bengal. Instead of taking up 
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the trouble of building peasant struggles step by step they 

.rai~e the cheap slogan of armed liberation struggle ••• this 

adventurist trend created considerable disruption in Andhra~ 

u.P. and Jammua and Kashmir 116 • However, the Naxalites 

decided not to pursue the parliamentary path but to mobilize 

peasants for armed revolution primarily for seizing state 

power. 'rhey built up their armed peasant organisation in 

many parts of 1(1. B., Andhra, Bihar, u .P and Jammu and Kashmir 

* within a very short time • 

'rhe President of the AIKS-CPI reported in 1979 that 1 

11 D::spite our persistent efforts to reach understanding \'lith 

the CPI (M) -led Kisan Sabha on all-India scale, such agreement 

has not materialized ••• Even the joint committees set up 

in few states by the two Kisan Sabhas are either anaemic or 

have ceased to exist 117 • 

Thus, the AIKS had ceased to be the unltirig body of 

·the Indian peasants. Their outstanding difference can be 

attributed to their respective understanding of the Indian 

ruling -class and agrarian question of the country which have 

been embodied in their respective party-programmes. 

Sunil Sen st-ated 11 In the 1960's the CPI-led Kisan 

Sabha came tg. the conclusion that capitalist relations had 

* A brief study of the agrarian policy of the Naxali tes i.e. 
CPI(~~L) is in. Chapter VII. 
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developed in Indian agriculture; between 1966 and 1968 strikes 

of agricultural workers for enhanced wages broke out almost 

spontaneously in Tanjor, Allepy, Broach, East Godabari, 

Nell ore and Guntur 118
• He further stated 11Gangadhar Adhikari 

••• drew attention to the changes in peasant economy from the 

decay of village communities to the growth of capitalist 

relations in Indian agricul ture"9 • Therefore the CPI-led 

AIKS expedited the formation of Akhil Bharatiya Khet Mazdoor 

Union (known as All-India Agricultural Workers • Union) in 

1968 fulfilling a long pending demand. 

The CPI ( M) -led Kisan Sabha,_as noted by Hare Krishna 

Konar in his report to the Barsul session in Oct-Nov. 1969, 

conceded that large scale farms hud developed mainly in 

Punjab, .Andhra and some other states but maintained that even 

in these states 11 feudal exploitation II continued unabated10• 

Four years later he pointed out that the policy of the 

Congress government 11has been to devel 0p capitalism without 

doing away with semi-feudal land relations 11 ; the agricultural 

labourers were mostly 11pauperised peasants" whose struggle 
---

fcir ''better wages .. is intimately connected t.vith the demand for 

11 
work and land11 

• 'rhe AIKS-CPI (M) launched several struggles 
~-

for the agricultural labourers as a part and parcel of the 

Kisan Sabha movement since 1967; these stp.lggles were-mainly 

concentrated on the demand for enhanced wages and distribution 

of vest and benami land. 
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The CPI(.l'-1) also foL-rned later its agricultural labourers 1 

front known as All-India Agricultural Workers 1 Uriion 

(AIAWU-CPI-M). It held its first all-India conference, 

together \vith the AIKS conference,. at Midnapore (vlest_ Bengal) 

in 1982. These two allied organisations have since been 

functioning in close cooperation with each other consolidating 

their positions in their respective spheres. A resolution -

adopted ther~. condemned the capitalist path of development 

of the Congress (I) -led governments which was driving millions 

of peasants into pauperisation. The conference demanded a 

central legislation to ensure living wages, security of 

service and better service conditions,distribution of 

surplus and waste land,provision of house-sites, restoration 

of alienated land to the tribals, and provision of monthly 

pension to agricultural workers above sixty. 

The AIKS led adopted its resolution on agricultural 

labourers at the Ivloga session held in 1954. A section of 

the delegates vigorously opposed the formation of separate 

unions of agricultural l-abourers. NarriboodiY.ipad writes : 

11 Com. Abdullah Rasul of Bengal moves an amendment saying that 

efforts should be made to affiliate them (the agricultural 

labour unions) to the Kisan Sabha in all those cases where 

such efforts of affiliation would not harm the cause of 

organising the agricultural labourers, Como Sundarayya opposes 

it saying that making such efforts at the present stage will 

do more harm than good, he is of the opinion that such 

' . , 
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efforts at affiliation should be made only at a stage of 

development when agricultural labourers themselves feel it 

necessary and ask for affiliation. Rasul •s amendment was : 

pressed to vote and is defeated by 115 votes against 50. 

12 
'lWenty remained neutral 11 • 

'l'he silver jubilee session of the AIKS in 1961 ('l'richur) 

noted : "the AIKS realizes that the agricultural labour 

movement is still weak and disorganised in many regions and 

states 1113 • ·.I'he provincial Kisan Sabha organisations 

discussed it time and again between 1951 and 1967, but no 

agricultural labour union came into existence. 

In 1962 Bhowani Sen argued that "the chief features of 

capitalism" lay in the disintegration of the peasantry, 

employment of vmge labour and the changes in technique of 

production. Although merchant capital and usury ·''strengthened 

semi-feudal expl oi tat ion", commercialization of agriculture 

laid the basis of capitalist development. There had been 

the emergence of agricultural wage-labour at one pole and 

that of rich peasants, mainly employing wage labour for 

cultivation, at the other 11 • Feudal relations which were 

11 in a state of decline 11 could still 11 abstruct the growth of 

the nroductive forces 11 ; the 11 comrnon interests of the entire 

peasantry are stil.l of considerable importance 11 • Capitalist 

relations were develOping on a weak technical base as was 

evident from the employment of agricultural machinery and 
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implements between 1951 and 1956. Furthermore, employment 

of agricultural machinery was confined mostly to Punjab, 

Andhra and v/estern U.P. last but not the least, t'he 

11 eliminaticn of feudal landlordism is, therefore, 

14 interest of capitalist development•• • 

in the 

The q~estion was often asked whether the agricultural 

labourer could be regarded as a separate category. It was 

argued that capitalist relations had not yet developed in 

agriculture; the agricultural labourer was a ruined peasant 

v.Jhose main demands centered on land and employment 

throughout the year. The casual agricultural labourers 

found work for about 172 days in a year in 1956-57, whereas 

attached workers were employed for about 248 days in. the 

year. What needs to be noted is that the inrnediate interests 

of the agricultural 1 abourers could be different from those 

of the peasants. The rich peasants, for instance, would 

clamour for unrestricted prices for their crops, while the 

agricultural labourer would benefit from a fall of prices; he 

would be interested in a rise of the wage-rate, while the 

rich peasants and landlords would try to keep wages down. 

The rich and middle peasants who had different aims and 

ambitions were not likely to give their blessing to the 

movement of the agricultural labourers for higher wages. It 

is noteworthy that the agricultural labourers, who were 

mostly Harijans, were raged against the upper-caste landlords 

and rich peasants. As I:enial Thorner observed : 11 The Kisans 

are drawn primarily from cultivating and artisan castes; the 
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mazdoor-1~, primarily from ~rijans, scheduled, depressed 

or backward classes ••• he is up against the deeply 

entrenched tradition of rural inequality - a tradition which 

. . . 
1 

. ..1s goes back to centur~es. ~f not m~l enn~a • Indeed, the 

agricultural labour enjoyed a lower status in society than 

even a share-crOpper who was regarded as grihastha owning 

plough and cattle16 • 

The demand for setting up of a separate union for the 

agricultural labourers thus under deliberation figured in 

almost all sessions of provincial Kisan Sabha and in the 

sessions of AIKS. ·rhe issue was always combined with the 

debate within the CPI on the development of capitalist 

relations in Indian agriculture. After the split, the CPI 

mentioned in its new party programme that capitalist economy 

becomes dominant in the agrarian front by expelling semi 

-feudal landlordism. It organised the agricultural labour 

union in 1968. But the CPI(M) programme and its other main 

document the Tasks in the Agrarian Front donot deny the 

penetration of ·capitalism into agriculture in a few areas 

but find semi-feudal landlordism still dominant in Indian 

agriculture. }'or it, agricultural labourers should be 

brought to the fold of peasant movement for radical 1 and 

reform in India. However, later in 1982 the CPI(M) organised 

the agricultural labourers ' union (AIAWU-CPI-M) as a part 

of Kisan Sabha. The CPI (1'1) seeks to mobilise all forces 

agajnst the bour£eois-landlord rule where as the CPI seeks 

.,... 
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to strengthen the fight against capitalist path of develop

ment in India. 'rheir views are illustrated by their 

activities of the post 1967 periods. 

'l'he demand for setting up of a democratic body, 

representative in character, for the administration of local 

bodies and co-Operatives is as old as the peasant organisa-

tion. 

Revolutionary peasants in their liberated areas in 

Telengana established Gram Raj committees which included 

11 men, women and leaders of village squades "• These 

committees tried to cope with the problems of village 

adrninist.cation. In the liberated areas, agricultural 

labourers were organised, and their daily wages increased; 

the monthly wages of fann servants, paid in kind, also 

increased. It is significant that women were elected to the 

Gram Raj Canmittees17 However, this was the Telengana 

experience of rural democracy practised by the peasant 

activists on the line of Chinese experience of liberated 

areas. The CPI leadership in the Third Congress in 1953 

discarded this line
18

• 

In vie·w of the rising peasant movement, the Congress 

rule at the Centre and states took the steps for the abolit.ion 

of Statutory landlordism and establishment of ~hayati 

System, National EXtension S~rvice and Community DevelOpment 

Project inspired by the American counsel. The CPI and its 
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Kisan Sabha saw these institutions as means to provide the·· 

support base in the rural areas for the bourgeois and 

1 andl ord rule. At the end of the First Plan appointed 

Balwantrai rvehta Committee recommended Panchayati system with 

actual po.-1er to the rural peOple. 

'l'he All-India Kisan Sabha in its Fifteenth Session held 

in Bongaon (W. B) in l~overriber 1957 observed that the existing 

rural administra·tion was nothing but pro-landlord. In its 

resolution it stated that ••no lasting improvement in the 

condition of the peasantry can be brought about without a 

thorough dernocratisation 11 of the machinery responsible for 

the enforcement of the laws; ·and that 11 despite ten years of 

freedom, the bureaucracy continues to function in an 

irresponsible and authoritarian manner" and displays 

11 indifference and callousness towards the legitimate demands 

of the peasant masses ••. 

It further sta·tes 11 All institutions and organisations 

set up by the government in connection with agricultural 

development and rural welfare such as U=velopment Blocks, 

~1-_:.~t_:i:.., and co-operatives are ge·t·ting increasingly 

bureaucra·tised and subjected more and more to of~icial 

intervention and control. 'I'he inevitable result' is that 

they function in isolation from, and very often in apen 

conflict with the interests of the common people in the 

village ••• 
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"The pro-landlord character of the entire administrative 

machinery is seen in every aspect of rural life from the 

manner in which J.: and records are maintained by the village 

officials to the methods adapted by the police and the 

magistracy ••• 

' 11rhe prevailing system of justice is so expensive, 

inefficient and corrupt that the common peasants are 

subjec·ted to all types of harrassment even in the most 

ordinary civil and criminal cases • 

M=asures were proposed by the Sabha, !'for the 

democratisation of the administra·tion and the protection 

. 1119 of popular 1.nter,~sts • 

In the next session held at l"layavaram, Tamilnad, in 

April 1959, the AIKS reiterated its sustained demand for 

tn-~-:.y democratic ~sf1a:(~-t:, system and cooperative organisa-:-_u 

ti ons for the rural administration and devel apment. The 
... 

Resolution wa~ted all state Panchaj[~ Acts to be uniform as 

far as possible, the system of nomination to be abolished, 

overriding and arbitary power for executive officers. and 

other administrative officials over the development and 

nationbuilding activity at the village level to be entrusted 

20 
to pane~ • As regards rural cooperative societies, 

a resolution stated that "one of the ·most objectionable 

features of the present administration is its utilization 

by the ruling party to strengthen its own position u 21. 



where both these parties have considerable political base 

in the state both in the pre-and post-split periods. 
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Section 2 Political Position of the CPI and the CPI(M) in 

West Bengal 

In the foregoing chapters the programmatic positions 

and the views of the CPI and the CPI(M) on agrarian reforms 

and rural democracy have been analysed in their broad 

perspective. Here, the study will analyse their individual 

practices for realising their respective programmatic demands 

with reference to West Bengal within the period mentioned. 

·ro communists strategic goals once formulated remain 

valid for the entire stage of revolution. These strategic 

goals are realised through the judicious selection and 

pursuit of day to day tactics. The use of government 

machineries \'1/'hile in power and the constant mobilisation of 

the strength of the party and mass organisations constitute 

tactical means. This chapter will deal purely with the 

tactical aspects of these two communist part.ies over the said 

issues with reference to the state of West Bengal::·where they 

have been able to form the state government through elections 

at different times. 

Bengal was always one of the focal points for the 

development of modern Indian political movements since the 
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British colonial rule due to its earlier exposure to Western 

education, urbanisation and industrialization. H(),.J'ever, 

Bengal •s prominence early in the nationalist movement and 

over t;he Indian National Congress declined with the advent 

of ~ahatma Gand~i as its leader. Therefore, an alternative 

course of nationalism was becoming stronger. The split of 

the Congress Party and the Swaraj ya Party formed in 1923, 

headed by .U:shbandhu Chittaranj an res was opposed to the 

all-India leadership of the Congress party in this state. 

The politics of Bengal since 1920 •s was dominated by Swarajya 

Party, Krishak Praja Party of Fazlul Haque, MUslim League, 

Communist Party of India and a good number of terrorist 

outfits. 

After the death of C.R.Das his mantle fell oh Subhas 

Chandra Boseo He rose to all-India eminence specially since 

1928 when in ·association with Pandit J.Nehru, he moved a 

resolution for complete independence as the goal of Indian 

National Congress. Bose also dominated the scene in Bengal 

Congress till 1939 when facing a total non-cooperation from 

Gandhi and most other all-India leaders, he had to resign 

fror::- the office of the President of the Congress. Even 

itabindra Nath ·ragore complained of serious injustice done to 
.'f"· 

Bengal by this attitude of the all-India leadershio of the .. 
Congresso Bose then organised his Forward Bloc and pursued 

a challenging alternative to the Congress from Bengal·. 
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The Communfsts on the other hand were relatiVely more 

pq~ular in Bengal than i · many other places of the country. 

This strength was utilised by them heroically in 1945 in a 

wide spread Tebhaga Movement. 

The Congress leadership in their eagerness to get power 

from the British rulers agreed not only to the partition of 

the country but also to the partition of Bengal and Punjab 

on ti1e basis of r€7.ligious identity of their populations. 

The Bengal Congress felt very deeply the pangs of this 
~· ~ 

partition. Most factions within it were unhappy about the 

all India. leadership •s acquiescence to the British pla,.ns in 

this matter. 

These events clearly show that the all-India leadership 

of the Congress party did not enjoy the same kind of 

allegiance in Bengal as they did elsewhere in the country. 

From the beginning, the Communist Party of India (CPI) 

participated wholeheartedly and fought for ·national 

independence generally in line with the Indian National 

Congress using its broad plattorm. But the CPI stayed away 

from the Q.lit India movement in August, 1942 and when the 

Congress leaders were released at the end of the World War II, 

on OctOber 5, 1945 a charge-sheet was issues against the CPI 

for acting against Congress decisions. The CPI General 

Secretary P.C.Joshi asked all members of the Party to sever 

connections with the Congress. Only· AICC members of CPI 

were asked to answer the charge-sheet. 
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The CPI from the beginning always favoured -the electoral 

means as one of the principal tactics and participated in the 

provincial elections under the Government of India Act, 1935. 

In the provincial election of Bengal (before partition) in 

1946 three CPI candidates independently of the Congress 

Here elected to the Bengal Provincial Legislative Assembly. 

They were Ratan Lal Brahman from Darjeeling, Rupnarayan Roy 

fror:,- Dinajpur (now in Bangladesh) and Jyoti Basu from 

l- ( • ) t. t . 22 Ka~c11rapara rta~lway cons ~ uenc~es • 

'rhe electoral position of the cPI (before its split 

into the CPI and the CPI(M) in 1964) in the state legislature 

in West Bengal can be seen from Table 1 

Figures in the Table 1 indicate the extent to which the 

CPI and left parties had come to dominate the opposition in 

~;Test Bengal Legislative Assembly. Like the Congress Party, 

the Communist Party of India had steadily increased the 

number of seats in the successive elections in the State. 

Similarly, the percentage of votes received by the CPI also 

rising trom 10.76 per cent in 1952 to 17.82 per cent in 1957 

and to 24.96 per cent in 1962. 

Moreover, the CPI had been able to unite, at least for 

electoral purposes, with other left groups to form leftist 

' - electoral fronts. In 1952, the CPI-dominated electoral 

front included the CPI, the RSP, the J:vlarxist Forward Bloc, 

the Revolutionary Republican Party and the Bolshevik Party. 
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Table 1 : ELectoral Position of the Political Parties in the 
West Bengal Legislative Assembly23 

--r----
Parties l Number of seats 

1 won 
l 1952 1957 1962 

. X 
----...-·---~---

-·-COi1gress 

CPl 

Forward 
Bloc 

PSP* 

Jan Sangh 

Hindu 
M:lhasabha 

Others 

150. 

28 

11 

15 

9 

4 

21 

152 

46 

8 

20 

0 

0 

26 

157 

50 

13 

5 

0 

0 

26 

l 
X 
l 

Percentage of votes 
polled 

1952 195 7 19 62 1 _____ _ 

38.93 46.14 47.29 

10.76 17.82 24.96 

5.29 3.84 4.61 

11.87 9.86 4.99 

5.61 0.98 0.45 

2.37 2.04 o.so 

25.17 19.32 16.90 

---------------·-----------·------------------
*In 1952 West Bengal Assembly election the Praja Socialist 
Party (PSP) was not there. It was Krishak Praja Majdur 
Party (KPMP) which fought this elec:tion. Later in 1953 it 
was renamed Praja Socialist Party (PSP). 

It 1957 the leftist front called the United Left EJ.ection 

Comrni ttee consisted of the same group with the addition of 

the Praja socialist Party. In 1962, the leftist coalition 

was known as United Left Front and the PSP remained outside 

the coalition. ·rhe tally of elected candidates and percen

tage of votes polled increased for these fronts from 42 and 

27o5 in 1952 to 75 and 36.8 in 1957e There was a fall in 

respective figures to 63 and 3 6.1 in 1962 e The decline Was 

attributed to the anti-China hysteria and calumny against 

the Indian communists as Chinese agents. 

' - ' 
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In the state of Keral a the CPI captured state power 

through the popular electoral battle in 1957. It was a mark 

in the history not only in India but also within ·the world 

wher-e communists rose to power through election. However, 

this government was tOppled by the Central Congress government 

In the )'Jest aengal political se.nario in the later 

1960 •s, the communists and their _allies became a strong 

electoral and organisational force in the state. 'rhey had 

jointly organised numerous mass movements against the ruling 

congress party. lnspite of the split of the CPI in 1964 they 

put up a mi9hty challenge to the ruling Congress party in the 

state on ground of mounting food and economic crises. About 

the condition immediately, before the Fourth General ELection 

(1967) in West Bengal, one description is : 11·the state was 

convulsed by a series of food riots a year before the 

election. Ftany Opposition leaders were in jail at that time 

and most of the demonstrations against the scarcity of food 

24 
and essential articles were spontaneous 11 

• Police firing 

on a demonstration which claimed lives of a few students 

sparked the movement spontaneously against the Congress rule 

in the state. Besides, sporadic ~~ (general strike) calls 

rocked the state. At one time it seemed that the state o£ 

25 V'Jest Bengal had become ungovernable • By working together 

in these movements the Marxist al1d .Leftist parties were fast 

moving towards electoral understanding for the ensuing Fourth 

General .!!J.ecti ons in this state. 
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In the pre-election electoral adjustment, the. CPI and 

the CFI (N) brought forth two rival electoral fronts - PULF 

c.;.a~::: JLF respecti;:rely. ·rhe People 's United Left Front (PULF-) 

was composed of four parties namely the CPI, Bangla Congress 
.-~·· 

(a faction of the Indian National Congress formed in 1966 in 

this state), F.B and Bolshevic party. The Left Froni;: (ULF) 

consisted of seven parties, namely, CPI(~), RSP, SSP, sue, 

workers ' Party, FB ( N) and H.CP I. 

In this election, the Congress was reduced to a minority 

and no front alone could come to power. 'rhe two Fronts, 

PULF and ULF, dicided to forge a United Front and to end 

the continuous Congress rule. In this election, the CPI 

got 16 Assembly seats, the CPI(~I) 43 and the Bangla Congress 

34. The UF secured in total 146 Assembly seats out of 280 

and it secured 54.6 per cent- of votes; the Congress _got 

12 7 seats and 41.3 per cent votes in that election. 

The United Front of the left and democratic parties 

formed the first ever state government in the state of West 

Bengal on 3rd March 19 67.. ·rhe CPI staked the claim in favour 

of its ally, Bangla Congress for the post of Chief 

Ministership. As a result the CPI(M) with the largest 

number of seats among the UF partners was allowed the second 

important post in the ministry. The veteran Congress leader 

Shri Ajoy ~Ukherjee now representing Bangla Congress became 

the Chief ~~nister. However internal squabbles, more 
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}:)articularly be·tween the CPI and the CPI (M), led to the 

premature end of the U.F. government on 21 November, 1967. 

1-iowE:·ve.:c in the next interim Eifth 1-\Ssernbly ELection held 

on 9th February, ·-1969 the electorate of the state favoured 

the Front oL-the 1 eft and democratic parties. In this 

election the United Front cif the left ana democratic parties 

composed of fourteen parties and won 218 Assembly seats out 

of 280, and the Congress party got only 55 seats. In this 

election the Congress party received 40.42 per cent of the 

total votes polled and the remaining \vent in favOJ.r of the 

United Front. 'I'he electoral position of the individual 

front partners was : the CPI (Ivl) won 80 seats with and 19.55 

per cent of votes, the CPI won 30 seats and 6.78 per cent 

votes, and the .aangla Congress won 33 seats and 8.00 per 

cent votes. Table 2 shO\Vs the electoral position of the 

political parties of West Bengal in the interim Fifth 

Assembly election for the state. But immediately after the 

declaration of the election results there was a controversy 

regarding the claim for Chief-Ivunistership27 • The CPI(M) 

claimed it. 'I'he CPI supported the claim of Bangla 

congress. However, at the end the Front decided in favour 

of Ajoy I'1lkherjee, the Bangla Congress leader and the 

CPI (!·I) was to have the post of I:eputy Chief-Hi.nister. 

To be brief, the internal squabbles and commotions 

among the front· partners particularly between th~ CPI and 
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Table 2 : ELectoral Positions in the Y.lest Bengal Legisla- · 
tive Assembly, 1967 and 19692 6 

Parties 

Assembly seats 
·secured 

1967 1969 

Percentage of votes 
secured 

1967 1969 

----------------------~------------------------------------·---------
Congress 

CPI (M) 

CPI 

Bangla 
Congress 

FB 

RSP 

E'B ( M) 

RCPI 

SUCI 

Gorkha League 

Progressive 
M.lslim League 

others 
(incluiling UF 
partners and 
ins~pendents) 

127 

44 

16 

34 

13 

6 

1 

4 

2 

33 

280 

55 

80 

30 

33 

21 

12 

1 

2 

7 

4 

3 

32 

280 

41.13 

11.11 

6.33 

10.44 

3. 87 

2.14 

o. 21.' 

0.31 

0.72 

0.45 

23.01 

100o00% 

40.42 

19.55 

6. 78 

s.oo 

5.40 

2.75 

0.19 

0.37 

1.48 

0.52 

1.50 

13.04 

100.00% 

·--------------------------------
*In 1967, the United Front of the 11 Left and Democratic 
parties secured 146 seats and received 54.6% of the ·tOtal 
votes. 

**In 1969, the United Front of the14 Left and Democratic 
parties secured 218 seats and received more than 50% of 
the total votes. 

' . ' 



the CPI (lvi) had begun to increase steadily. The CPI all 

along tried to cut CPI (M) to size both in the goven1ment 
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and in the organisational tiel d. Some other smaller 

partners were also unhappy witl1 the CPI(M) 's strength. 

There was failure or lack of ef:Eort to establish a proper 

coo:r.;lination among the front partners. Therefore, the 
.. 

second u.F. government vJas handicapped from its very 

birth day. The emergence of the third communist party 

later knovm as the Communist Party of India (.V.arxist 

-Leninist) aggravated the situation when the latter took 

recourse to radical armed peasant struggles in some areas 

of the state. It created a lot of law and order problem 

in the state. 

In the meantime, the CPI, in its Eighth Congress, 1968, 

had hinted a change in the national politics. It favoured 

a broad democratic alliance with the Congress led by Indira. 

Gandhi. In Keral a the CPI (M) was excluded from the United 

front and CPI initially built~up a Mini-Front with the 

Kerala Congress and later entered into an alliance with the 

Congress. The already strained relation between the CPI 

and the CPI (H) reached a critical poi.nt. In v/est Bengal 

the CPI alleged that the big party dictatorship or bossism 

and sectarianism of the CPI(M) were the causes of tension 

in the Front Government. 

On the other hand, the Bangla Congress which was close 

to CPI. too}( the position that the front should continue but 
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radical movements launched by the CPI(M) in agrarian and 

industrial sectors should be stopped. It also criticised 

the CPI(.Ivl) •s hegemonism over the U.F. The Bangla congress,_ 

therefore, organised a protest rally in Nov. 1969 in support 

of its stand and 1 aunched a ~hree day satyagraha foll ov1ed 

by a fast of its leaders. The CPI follO\ved suit. A massive 

demonstration in Calcutta Jviaidan in Nov. 1969 was organised 

by the CPI to demonstrate the strength of the party as an 

indication of support for its policy during the U.F • 

. d 28 perJ.o • 

The difference among the coalition partners reached 

its apex on 19th March 1970 when the Chief Ivlinister Aj oy 

I-llkherjee resigned and the Second United Front Government 

fell prematurely. 

But the electoral unity among the left parties broke 

in Kerala in 1969 and in '/lest Bengal in 1970. The CPI in 

its Ninth Congress held in cochin in 1971 endorsed the new 

tactical line to form an all India alliance with the 

progressive Congress led by Smt. Indira Gandhi for the 

immediate completion of its declared •national democratic 

revoluti:.m '. 

ln the Sixth interim Assembly election in West Bengai, 
~· 

the CPI did not participate in the election-front led by 
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the CPI (H). The Bangl a congress, in the meantime forged 

an alliance with the congress party. No political party 

or group could secure majority in the Assembly. 'rhe 

CPI (N) scored 113 seats. The CPI, 13 seats, and the Congress 

finished second with lOS seats. At the end, the CPI (H) 's 

call upon the CPI and the F.B. to form a post-election 

United Front was turned dovm by the CPI. Aj oy .r.-ukherj ee 

became the Chief Hinister with the support of the Congress 

but~ that ministry too lasted for a few months • . 
In the n·ext mid-term Seventh Assembly election in West .,.. 

Bengal in 1972, the CPI joined hands with the Congress and 

it bagged 34 seats, an all-time record so far and the 

Congress formed the ministry. In this election the CPI (H) 

had lost nearly 100 seats though its share of the vote 

fell only by 4 per cent. The party's allegation was that 

Congress had rigged the polls. 'rhis allegation widely 

supported by many impartial observes. The CPI (.t-1) boycotted 

the Assembly. HO\vever, the CPI-Congress bonhomie remained 

intact till 1978. 

The political positions of the cPI and the CFI {M) 

immediately after the Internal Emergency period could be 

attributed to their relationship with Congress (I) which was 

responsible for the declaration of Emergency. In the post 

-emergency elections in 1977 the Congress (I) was routed 

both from the Centre and from many states. The CPI 
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-Congress(I) alliance in the 1970 •s pushed the CPI into an 

identity crisis in Indian politics. Its policy Of collabora

tion with the Congress exposed it to guilt by association29 • 

In West Bengal it contested the election independently. and 

brought a very poor electoral result. Only 2 seats in the 

Eighth Assembly election were secured by the CPI. 

The CPI (M) •s position in the national level politics and 

state politics of West Bengal appeared less problematic during 

1970 to 1977. Its mighty challenge in West Bengal to the 

State Congress particularly in the period of Emergency brought 

a good electoral dividend in the post-emergency election. 

CPI (liiJ) found this time Forward Bloc, and RSP as allies. The 

table below shows the electoral positions of the parties in 

West Bengal Legislative Assembly elections of 1977, 1982 and 

1987. 

Table 3 . West Bengal · Assembly ELections 30 
• ___________ ... 

---~·-----

Parties 1977 1982 1987 -------- ~----- .. ------------
CPI (M) 177 174 187 

FB 27 28 26 

RSP 20 29 18 

CPI 2 7 11 

Cong (I) * 20 53 40 

sue 4 2 2 

Janata party 29 

+others 15 11 10 ----·--- - ---·-------. ---
·rotal 294 294 294 ..-------------· - ----~------·---·----·-- ... -. 
C:~l)g (I) 49 + Cong (S) 4 = 53. 

+These included S·Ome partners and supported independent 
candidates of LF. 

-~· 

' . ' 
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The CPI (H) led first Left Front consisted of six parties 

namely CPI(M), F.B., RSP, Revolutionary Bangla congress, 

RCPI and Marxist Forward iJl oc. ·rhey together won 230 seats 

with 46.1 per cent votes. The CPI (H) alone rec~ived 177 

seats Hith 35.8 per cent votes. Sri Jyoti Basu' became the 

Chief Minister from the CPI (M). 'l'he congress (I) secured 

only 20 seats \·lith 23o4 per cent votes. The anti-Congress 

feelings in w=st Bengal also benefited the newly built 

Janata Party which received 29 seats v1ith 20.5 per cent 

votes. Though the Panchayat elections held in 1978 in the 

state t;1e CPI (l-·1) consolidated its position in the rural 

31 
areas of v·Jest Bengal - • 

• !"· 

Table 4 ZJ..ectoral position of the following political 
parties in the parliamentary seats in West 
Bengal. 

Parties 

CPI (.Lvl) 

CPI 

FB 

.RSP 

Cong. 

BLD 

Independent 
(L.F. supported) 

other 

1977 

17 

3 

3 

3 

15 

1 

1980 

28 

3 

3 

4 

4 

1984 

18 

3 

2 

3 

16 

1989 

27 

3 

3 

4 

4 

1 

Source : ELection Recorder by D.i.lip Banerjee, Calcutta, 
Book Front Pub. 1990. 

* G.N.L.F. supported by Congress. 
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In the parliamentary election held in 1977, the CPI(l.1) 

and its allies secured 39 seats out of 42 seats in the state 

of )vest Bengal. ·rhe principal contender, the Congress party 

secured only 3 seats and the CPI could not achieve any seat. 

In this election the CPI (I•J) itself secured 17 seats which 

was highest score of any political party in the state and 

its ally the Bharatiya Lok 0:3.1 (BLD) secured 17 seats. 

However, the Congress party was routed in this parliamentary 

election and the first non-Congress Ministry was formed led 

by the Janata Party at the Centre. 

In the next parliamentary election in the state the 

CPI(H) led L.F. parties maintained their steady victory. 

They supported 3 candidates of the CPI which secured 3 seats 

and ultimately became a coalit:Lon partner of the .L.F. 

then~after. Another significant matter, the BLD was 

disappea.c·ad .frorn the electoral position and the Congress 

was marginally improved its position by securing 4 seats. 

'I'he next parliamentary elec·tion (1984) was held in a 

somewhat different political situation in the country. The 

assassination of the Prime l'1inister Smt. Indira ·s.:mdhi in 

1984, evoked widespread sympathy in the country and brought 

the Congr8ss party with an ever largest majority to the 

parliament. In this situation CPI (M) secured 18 seats and 

the Congress party 16 seats. However, this position of the 

b;o parties changed in the next 1989 parliamentary election 
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in the state of H. Bengal. ·rhe L.F. parties won ••• ~ 

of the seats and the Congress party won only •• c seats in 

the s·tat.e. 

In the 1·Jineth ;"/est aengal .A,ssembly .i.:!lection of 19 82, 

the .L.F. recorded a steady electoral achievement. In this 

election the i.J.F. was C•Jmposed of nine partias led by the 

CPI (1'1). .rhe three new parties, CPI, the DSP an~· the Hest 

Bengal Socialist party joined the L.F. 'l'he CPI had changed 

its earlier .stand in its .cJ..eventh Congress in Bhatinda in 

1978 a.11d entr~n~d into .the L.F. coalition in the state in 

1980. 

In the 1982 state legislative assembly election the 

Left Frvnt secur•=d 238 seats with 52.65 per cent votes. 

The CPI(1'1) got 114 seats \...Jith 35.55 per cent votes. The 

Congress (I) .:tally of seats was 49 and its percentage of 

votes wa.s 35. :S7. The Congress (I) led electoral coalition 

,..,ras composed of Congress ( S) 1 lvJus.l im League, AICP 1 Jharkhand 

and Christen Democratic Party. ·.rhe CPI secured 7 seats32 • 

'l'hat the CPI(!'1) led coalition came to power. 

Eighth .Liok Sabha election ;vere held on 6th January 

1980o ·.rhe CPI(H) led .Left :front .in lt~est Bengal was 

approached by the state cPI leaders for 4 seats. But the 

CPI (Ivl) conceded 3 seats. However in this election the 

L. F. won over 3 7 seats out of 41. 'I'he other at that time 

went later- in favour of the CPI(M). 
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'l'he ·renth .Ler,Jisl ative Assembly elections in 19 87 in 

i~est Bengal repeated more or less the position of 1972 and_ 
.«" 

1982. The CPI(M) led Left Front secu.r·~d 251 seats with 

52.94 per cent votes. ·rhe CPI(M) bagged 187 se9-ts with 

39.29 per cent votes. The CPI secured 11 seats \'lith 1.92 

per cent votes. The other front partners did better results 

in ·this election. On the other side the main opposition 

the Congress Party secnP~d only 40 seats with 41.83 per cent 

of votes33 • 
In the 8th Lok Sabha elections held after the assassi-

nation of the Prime Minister Smt. IrHiira Gandhi on Oct 31, 

1984 Congress received 16 and the Left Front 26 Lok Sabha 

seats in Hest Bengal. 

The CPI(M)-led L.F. thought of reorganising the 

panchayat system with certain amendments of the Panchayat 

Act, 1973. After necessary amendments of this Act, the 

L. F. held the three-tier Panchayat ELection in the state. 

In the Panchayat elections the L. F. partners failed to 

arrive at seat adjustments in a number of seatse 

The Table 5 shaw the electoral positions of the 

contesting parties in the consecutive three panchayat 

elections during the L. F. Govt. in ~vest Bengal e 

The electoral position of the Left Front in West 

Bengal since 1977 has remained steady. Congress(I), the 

principal opponent remained in second position. But the 



Table 5 Party-vJise Electoral Position in Three-Tier 
Panchayat &ections (1978, 198~ 7 1988) in West 
Bengal (excluding D8rjeeling). 
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----------·-~---·-·-- -------- - -·---··-·-----·-·-------------------·- ... _ 
Party Gram Panchayat Zilla ·rotal in 

Panchayat Sami ti Paris had all three 
tiGrs 

--------·------·----- -------..---- ··---·------------------· 
CPI (M) 

CPI 

R.S.P. 

F.B. 

Cong (I) 

1978 

1983 

1988' 

1978 

1983 

1988 

,,.· 1978 

1983 

1988 

1978 

1983 

1988 

* 1978 

1983 

1988 

27886 

24171 

816 

701 

896 

1665 

1232 

1572 

1528 

1080 

1405 

14156 

14541 

12298 

5555 

5023 

6549 

131. 

94 

114 

349 

248 

276 

320 

192 

222 

2025 

2526 

1712 

482 

453 

530 

5 

1 

7 

30 

17 

25 

43 

25 

.23 

65 

151 

61 

*L_-cong(I) + cong(R +Supported Ind._J 

33923 

29647 

40997 

952 

796 

1017 

2044 

1497 

'\ 1873 

1891 

1297 

1650 

16246 

17318 

14071 

----------------------------'-·-------------
'rable 5 contd • • • 

' 
• I 
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Table 5 conJc d ••• 
---------------~----
---------·--·-·-------·--·-----~----·------------

Independent 
and others 

197·3 

1983 

* "'"1988 

444 

2708 

2400 

227 

307 

227 

11 2638 

10 3025 

2638 -..--.------------_._ ____________________________________ _ 
* Independent candidates supported by the L.F. or any L.F. 
constituent party secured 168, 9 and 4 seats respectively 
in the Gram Panchayat, panchayat Samiti and Zilla 
Paris had. ·rheir. total tally in all three_ tiers t~ether 
was 181. 

Table 6 Party-\·Jise Percentage of i/q-tes Polled in the 
·rhree-tier Panchayat Election (1978, 1983, 19 88) 
in West Bengal (excluding Darjeeling)35 

-----------------------
Gram Panch a- Zilla ·rotal in all 

Party Panchayat yat Pari- three-tiers 
Samiti shad 

-- --------------
CPI ( l'vl) 1978 59.98 66.10 76.75 61.09 

1983 54.28 59.87 68.95 55.33 

1988 64.62 71.97 80.67 65.86 

CPI 1978 1.75 1.56 o. so 1.71 

1983 1.57 1.12 0.15 1.49 

1988 1.71 1.25 1.06 1. 53 

R.S. P. 1978 3. 58 4.15 4.78 3.68 

1983 2.77 2.96 2.59 2. 79 

1988 2.99 3. 03 3. 81 3. 01 ______________ . _ __..._ __ -------
contd ••• 

' .. , 
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Table 6 contd . . . --------·----------------- --------
F. B. 1978 3.29 3. 81 6. 85 3.41 

1983 2.43 2.29 3. 80 2.42 

1988 2.68 2.44 3 .so 2.55 

Congre~s I *1978 3 0.45 24.10 10.35 29.26 

1983 32.88 30.11 22.98 32.32 

1988 23.43 18.81 9.28 ' 22. 61 

* ;_-cong (I) + Cong (R) + SUpported In d,epen dent J 

Independent 
and 
oth12rs 1978 ' o. 95 o. 28 0.47 o. 85 

1983 s.o7 3. 65 1.53 5. 55 

* 1988 4.57 2. 50 1. 68 4.24 

------·~~-·-.. ----------------------
* In the Gram Panchayat O. 32%, in the Panchayat Samiti 0.10% 

and in the Zilla Parishad 0.61% (total in these three 
-tier o. 29/o). seats vJere won by independents supported by 
the other L. F Partners. 

plac<~ of CPI was less significant, though its entry into 

the L.F. in 1982 helped it to recover itself to a large 

extent. 

'rhe panchayat elections were encouraging for the L. F. 

partners. The rural vote bank remained during this 

period favourable to the L.F. 

' . ' 
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Secti<Jn 3 (a) Policy Pursued by them D..1ring 1964 to 1977 

In the first and second United Front governments (of 

1967 and 1969) in !tlest Bengal, the Communists in the CPI 

and the CPI ( 1·1) d::l!ninated the scene. 'l'hey had their vast 

experience in 1 aunching movements as an Opposition to the 

fO£-:::!ign rul·ers and the rul.i.ng Congress both at the States 

and the ::entre. Important among them were ~~ 

movement (19"45-45) in Bengal, Tel eng ana armed peasant 

revolution (1948-51) in Andhra Pradesh and the Kerala 

experience in 1957-59 in forming the state government by 

the communists. 

Through their participation in the two United Front 

governments in v'le:3t Bengal, both the CPI and the CPI (M) 

got an immediate scope of practising their individual 

programmatic understanding formulated after their split. 

·ro repeat, ·the CPI(M) put ·the agrarian quest.ion in the 

forefront of its strategic and tactical politics. In its 

analysis it explained the p.r:_esent state st1.-ucture and 

democracy under the Congress rule as one of the class 

rule of the bOUr<Jeoisie and feudal landlords led by the 

b . b .. 36 
~g ourgeo~s~e • ·.rherefore, according to the party's 

progr&-nrne maximum emphasis had been 1 aid on radical 1 and 

reform as it understood that the basic contradiction in 

this people's democratic stage remains between the land

lords and the peasantry particularly of its poor and 

landless sections in the vast Indian countryside. 
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On the other hand the CPI in its newly adopted pra;Jramme 

understood the nature of the existing Indian state as the . 
organ of class rule of the national bourgeoisie as a whole 

in which the big bourgeoisie holds povJerful influence and 

·this classrule has strong links with the landlords
37

• 

Therefore, to the CPI, the landlords did not have a place 

in the seat of power in the state. The pov1er of the state 

is fully monopolised by the nationCJ.l bourgeoisie which was 

being constantly influenced by the big bourgeoisie so that 

the policies of the government could be til ted along the 

capitalist path. Therefore, .the basic contradiction in 

this national democrat.ic stage is between the big and 

monopoly bourgeoisie and its imperialist allies on the one 

hand, and the national bourgeoisie and the democratic 

classes and people on the other. 

Besides, the CPI (M) understood that though ·statutorily 

landlordism ha<i been abolished still .semi-feudal landlordism 

exis·ted vigorously as it enjoyed the power of the state: and 

it assessed ·that the capitalist pene·tration into agriculture 

had been super-imposed upon semi-feudal 1 andl ordism3 8 • 

Therefore, the existence of the old and the new made a 

situation which did not herald a change in favour of the 

va~:.,.';: peasant masses of India. On the other hand, the CPI 

was convinced that "The curbing of the semi-feudal land 
.... · 

relations together with independent capitalist develOpment 

of the national econ.::>my has given an impetus to the growing 
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commercialisatl::m of agriculture, production for the market 

and increasing replacement of tenants-at-•.vill by wage 

labouru39 • E'or it, furthermore, 11capitalist relations of 

production have made significant inroads into the agrarian 

'. 40 
set-up 11 

• 

Their separate unders·tanding of the agrarian problem 

embodied in ·their respective party-pr<XJramrnes have led them 

to formulate their tactics on land reforms in all the 

situations whether they were in pov1er or in the Opposition. 

E-Y..:-:2ver, the manifestation of their individual tactics 

would have to be judged from their practices in the state 

of '1-lest Ben9al where they have beGn in power for a 

considerable period of time. 

Besides, according to the CPI(M), all powers were 

virtually concentrated at the hands of the Central government 

and the possibility of independent action by the state 

governments •t~as, in reality, minimum. 'Ehe purpose of 

participating in electoral contest was if voted to power, 

to publicize and highlight that real.i·ty. 'l'he CPI (M) 

expected to use the administrative machinery for the support 

of class struggle. nut on the contrary the CPI did not 

categorically estimate the limitation of the autonomy of 

the s·tate government and had more flexibility than the 

CPI ( M) 's 11 text book revolutionaries 1141 as a CPI leader 

said. 'rhis was because the CPI had altogether a different 
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. reading abOLlt the class character of the Indian society
42

• 

· ·rhe assessment of the Congre:3s rule a·t the Central 

government was basically different for the CPI and the 

CPI (M) thougl'l they had built. an electoral understanding in 

many states in the 1960's including West Bengal and KeraJ. a. 

The radical constru.ct.ion of the views of the CPI (M) 

about the ruling Congress was not only based on its programme 

but also on its past experience.· 'rhe CPI ( M) leadership 

felt that people 's democratic government at the state 

level could give the revolutionary movement a fillip and 

strengthened the mass movement but could not solve any of 

the fundamental economic and political problems of the 

nation •. All they could hope to achieve \vas immediate 

relief to the people on the basis of consensual. minimum 

r.::rogramme that vJOuld incluqe agrarian reform and popular 

participation in state and lower level administr-ation43 • 

After the installation of the u.F. governments in 

liest Bengal and Keral a, the Central Committee of the 

( CPI ( £·1) decided that the ne\v governments should be 

ut~_,_izeCJ. as 'inst.r:-uments of struggle • in the hands of the 

vJOrkirig people rather than as agents with real pOWer to 

give substantial benefits to the people
44 

From the 

CPI(M) 's formulation, participation in the government as 

·instrument of strug(=;le could be interpreted in three ways 

the use of state patronage to strengthen the party; class 
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stDJggle through direct action u.gainst the propertied 

interests; substnative conflict with the Central Congress 

45 government • 

As a result v1hat v1as naturally expected, there 

occurred a cor:1bination of agitation and administration which 

constituted the- central strategy of the U.F. gov~rnment. 

However, mc>ny researcrlers noticed that there were 

administL·ative rneu.sures for providing relief to the people 

and the agitation the front partners launched was only to 

mobilise the popular support in favour of the contending 

partners in the U.F. Agitation basically was on two 

subjects : immediate radical land reforms, and change in 

the ~.::mt:ce-state relation in order to secure more autonomy 

and povver:=::: for -til"!~ state. In the 18 points U.F. programmes 

these subjec-e-s found little explicit mention. In the 

32-points programme of the second U.F. government adequate 

importance \vas given to land reforms. Therefore ,in regard 

to the policy matter the second U.F. government was more 

methodical in formulating its policy. Regarding land 

reform, the manifesto embodied that : 11 The U.F. government 

will undertake a tno)Qll.g.h programme of land reforms so as 

to ensure : a) sui table amenc,rnents to the present ~tates 

Acquisition and Land ~eforms • Acts in the interests of 

the peasantry; b) exemption of Land Revenue for peasants 

holding not more than 3 acres of land; c) detection, 

recovery and distribut.:..on of ·all ~~ land held in excess 
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or ceiling; d) ac;quisi ti on of unutil ised land in plant at ion··; 

bringing of tank fisheries, land comprised in orchards, ... 
dairy, poultry etc., then excluded from the Operation of 

1 and ceiling, under E. A. Act; e) clistr:ibution of surplus and 

Khas land among landless and poor peasants on a pe.rmanent 

basis; f) speedy payment of compensation to small intenne-

diaries; g) hereditary right of share-croppers to cultivate 

~92. land; h) suspension for three years of eviction of 

share-crOppers from land pending comprehensive legislation; 

i) free distribution of land upto 5 cottas for dvJelling 

houses in rural areas to those who have no homestead; 

tenancy rights of homestead land upto 5 cottas to those who 

are in occupation without such right and who have no other 

homestead; j) removal of jurisdiction of civil courts in 

matters concerning ceiling, malafide transfers, vested land 

etc. and setting up of special land tribunals to deal with 

these matters; k) a new survey of land for the purpose of 

settlement and cancellation of all malafide records made 

in the past; 1) moratorim on four year old existing debts 

of peasants holding land upto 3 acres to the Government and 

settlement of other debts and m) return of land to the 

original sellers sold due to distress u
46

• 

'rhe manifesto expected : 11 It will help the ·peasants 

in their struggle for detection, recovery, acquisition and 

distribution of i3enami land and the realisation of other 

legitimate democratic demands ,47 
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It is generally assumed that the landed class is more 

politically articulated than the peasantry. Besides being 

susceptible to the influence of big landlords the 

bureaucracy could hardly be expected to show impartiality 

a·nct eagerness in .. discharging its pro-peasant responsibili-·- · 

ties. The Congress leadership and the governments it ran ,.. 

both at the state and at the centre did not develop strong 

peasant organisations to complement the governmental 

bureaucratic machinery for actual land reform. 11 As a 

result the enforcement of land reform programmes, which, 

if genuinely carried out, would. be a revolutionary 

transformation of rural India - falls entirely on the 

shoulders of the reluctant bureaucrats 1148• 

However, the United Front government wanted to retain 

these legislations subject to suitable amendments in favour 

49 of peasants • In none of the two terms of U.F. government 

-
any effective and comprehensive legislative measure on 

land reform was taken up. The communist dominated U.F.-

governments (1967, 1969) were determined to utilise the 

existing land reform legislations vrhich were left unutilised 

due to the congress •s political dependence on the landed 

gentry. The \IJest Bengal Estates Acquision Act 1953 

provided for a ceiling of 25 Acres on land holdings. 

Besides, there were legal prescriptions for exceeding the 

limit. Under section 6 of the Act, the land owner was 

entitled to hold rr:ore than 25 acres of land for certain 

enumerated purposes50 
Among these purposes were included ' • I 
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fisheries, tea gardens and orchards, mills and factories, 

cooperative firms, etc. 

'fuese provisions of law "''ere criticised by the 

cornrnunists as beiii.g the reform of the zamindari system and 

not agrarian ··refonn51 • Additionally the law prescribed 

for adequate compensation to the landlords for the ceiling 

surplus land vested. Nevertheless, till 1967 roughly four 

and a half lakh acres of cultivable land were vested in -
the government and about a ~ acre of land was held by 

the landlo...,rners through litigation. Infact, the allegation 

was that a huge amount of surplus land v1as not transfered 

by land ·m..,rners till 1969
52

• 'l'his huge amount of land was 

either held forcibly by the earstv1hile zamindars or 1 ocked 

in multiple litigations
53

• 'l'herefore, to take into possession 

this 1 and the U. F government required to organise the 
. . 

landless and poor peasant masses against the forcible 

occupation of excess lands by landlords and side by side 

a suitable legislative measure was necessary in amendment 

of the previous land laws. However, the latter measure 

was not taken seriously, perhaps because the situation was 

not conducive for legislative deliberation. Rather the 

Front partners prefered the first method which could bring 

them their immediately desired electoral gains. DJ.ring the 

next term of Left Front government (since 1977) the 

communist and left parties attempted legislative action. 
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In the election manifesto published before the fifth 

mid-term Assembly election,the U.F partners a programme of 

setting up progressive local_administrative bodies. The 

manifesto stated that it 11\-lill introduce progressive change 

in the present system of local-self government and democratic 

~unicipalities and Panchayat bodies and give them power and 

finance with a view to ensure their proper functioning 1154 • 

However, the programme was not implemented. For the 

purpose of implementing the land distribution programme, a 

series of Advisory Committees were formed in 1967 consisting 

of local government, party leaders, lawyers and leaders from 

various peasant groups for going into a maze of consequences 

that would flOvl from the implementation of land;.reforms55 • 

But in 1968 these committees were reshuffled at the time 

56 when the U.F was out of power • 

vUth the u.F 's second coming in 1969, H.K.Konar, the 

main architect of the Land polity of the U.F government 

toured extensively all the districts and ordered the Land 

f(e-'-rJrm. Officers to act in close consul tat ion with 'leaders 

of local government bodies' and •representatives of local 

peasant organisations •. He instructed the 1 ocal officers 

to give due consideration to the suggestions placed by the 

' representatives of the political parties. He felt, ·With 

an amount of sincerity of officials, local governmental 

bodies and peasant organisations,. better results in the 
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field of land refonns vJOUld be attained
57 

o 

In the beginning the U.F constituents suggested the 

fonnation of local 'People's corruni ttees' consisting of 

representatives_ of all constituent political parties and 

representatives of their peasant organisations. · Initially, 

the CPI (H) resisted the formation of such conuni ttees on the 

plea that such corruni ttees waul d emerge out of the mass 

movements. SUbsequently, such comnuttees were formed. 

These were composed largely of t:he CPI(M) members and 

supporters and representatives of its peasant organisations 

due to t"he party's wider political base. The CPI ranked 

secvnd in this mQVe. In this row, all constituent parties·-

particularly.,.the big five came to the field. But later 

fearing the strength of the CPI (M) the other partners opposed 

the move and wanted the People 's corruni ttees raised by the 

CPI(Iv1) to be dissolvecr
8

• 

The establishment of rural democracy through the 

decentralisation of power was actually expedited during the 

return·of the left parties in 1977 to power in West Bengal. 

The progress made after 1977 will be reviewed in the next 

section. 
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Section 3b) Organisational Steps Taken wring the £:_!_ 

Government : 

On the land question the U.F gcivernment set before 

itself a tHo fold programme recovery of vest and benami 

land; and redistribution of land among the landless poor. 

This programme had wider ramifications which were not fore-

seen in the beginning. Some among the front partners which 

did not think of land reform in their past political 

activities also came forward to take part in the peasant 

movement Obviously for strengthening their competitive 

political base in the rural papulation. 

·rhe Land and Land Revenue 1'-li.nistry was presided over 

by Hare Krishna Konar, a veteran CPI (M) leader in both 

terms of U.F govt in West Bengal. For him, the new policy 

of the government would be to 11 recover land involved in 

benanli and other transactions with pOpular coaperation 11 and 

11 the police in the rural areas v1ere instructed not to 

suppress the democratic and legitimate struggles of the 

59 peOplen • 

The }Unister instructed his ministry to start a series 

of investigations for tracing benami and other holdings in 

excess of 25 acres. Besides, peasant organisations of the 

constituent parties began to organise movements. Within a 

very short period with the help of peasant organisations 

the u. F government brought a radical change in the 
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implementation of the existing land reform laws. This was 

done by way of mobilisation mainly of the agricultural 

1 abourers, landless and poor peasants and making the police 

virtually ineffective. As a result of radical change in 

the implementation of land refOl.ITl legislations in west 

.aengal by the middle of 1967 about 4.5 ~acres of surplus 

agricultural lCJ!ld were vested in the state, most of which 

v1ere allov-md by the previous Congress government to remain 

in the possession of zamindars and intermediaries. In this 

period about one ~ acres of land were locked in court 

cases. 'rhe U.F government in 1967 distributed 2.30 ~ 

60 acres of land to about 2.38 lakh landless and poor peasants • --.-
By April 1969, H.K. Konar claimed that the government traced 

1,53,000 acres of benami holdings. In his speech the ~~nister 

iiL. _,I..-med the Leg~.slative Assembly in 1969 that another 

4,00,000 acres of land in excess of the 25 acres limit were 
_,.. 

still held by the erstwhile zamindars and j otdars 61 • The 

success of U.F government in the recovery of vest anq 

benami land brought the issue relating to land reforms 

fruitfully to the lime light in national politics. 

'I'he peasants started a big movement to occupy surplus 

and benami lands.· Occupation of such lands by hC?isting red 

flags became a common practice. The landlords tried to 

frustrate government steps by going to 1 aw courts and 

obtainin_3" ex-parte injunctions. Hore than 2 lakh acres were 

hit by such court orders and H.K.Konar stated that in this 
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mc.!_:_Y=r the government and its bureaucracy could do little, 

but the peasant movement defeated to a considerable 

. ""'-"~ . f t' 1 dl 1 " 
62 

extant th~s u.esJ.gn o -ne an - orc.~S • 

The mobilization of poasant fronts by the U .F p~rtners 

constitutGd thus the main plank of the Government •s success 

in the sphere of land reforms. Such mobilization generated 

consciousness, militancy and a sense of organisation among 

the peasants. This was evident from the increasing urge 

for enrolling as primary members for Kisan Sabha and its 

volunteers. 'l'hus there was the emergence of a large number 

of Kisan Sabha Workers at the grass root level. AdmittecU.y, 

there had been a significant rise in the membership of 

peasant organisations in West Bengal. The AIKS-CPI (M) 

membership in 'dest Bengal was 5,21,694 in 1967, and 

5,89,833 in 1969 63 • 'rhe AIKS-CPI membership also rose to 

64 
76,000 in 1970 • In 1968, the CPI in the state raised an 

Ag'ricul tural ~·/orkers organisation. 

Beside the drive for recovery of vest and benami 

lands through peasant mobilization, the U.F. partners took 

the next step to distribute land to poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers. For this purpose, the Minister 

of Land and Land Revenue instructed in 1967 to establish 

Land Advisory Committees consisting of lawyers, .tocal 

government and party leaders and leaders from various 

peasants organisations and to press them into action. But 

they soon became dysfunctional because the first u. F 

~ 

I 
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of 1969 reconstituted these bodies and instructed the local 

officers to give due consideration to the suggestions 

placed by the representatives of the local bodies. To 

Konar, the primary consideration was to enlist the support 

of rural mass organisations for the purpose of ensuring 

"prompt action, instead of allowing time to j os~ to go 

for court injunctions which delay distribution of vested 

land1165 • 

Thus the U.F government departed from the practice of 

relying on the revenue officials for the implem~ntation of 

1 and reform. The u. F government had thought of land reform 

as a means to achieve two goals : to promote equ_itable 

sharing of resources of agricultural income by undoing the 

landlord-economy and to improve productive capacity and, 

perhaps the more important, to strengthen the power-base in 

the countryside by organising the mass of peasants and 

ao'.:-icultural laboures on their class line. Efforts were - .- ' 

.. 
made to achieve these goals by removing the subservience 

of poor peas-ants and agricultural labourers to the 

landl. ord-j otdar-money lender combine through the creation 

of separate organisations for these reform beneficiaries. 

By organising the beneficiaries and mobilising them in the 

process of implementing land reforms, the U.F government 

took an effective step, as revealed thr~gh results 

indicated above. 
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The invitation to different political parties of the 

u. F for organising the peasants brought a competition among 

the big five parties in the U.F. Their competition was 

mainly centred on the aim of expansion of their respective 

s1.v _-::>rt-base in the countryside. Inter-party clashes that 

follov;ed this dri~e would show that the CPI(M) was the 

principal contender in most of the cases. The State 

Secretariat of the CPI(M) issued a directive to its party 

workers 11to recover ~n~rrr:!:_ lands and distribute them among 

66 
the landless peasants 11 

• Jyoti Basu, D=!puty Chief 

Minister, assuk>ed his party workers that the "government 

would support all forms of legitimate struggles of the 

67 peOple" • The CPI (M) played a leading role in implementing 

the Govt. policy on land reform through its peasant 

orga.."1isati:>n. It would be evident that the CPI (M) was engaged 

in •forcible 1 occupation of agricultural 1 and and fisheries 

alleged to have been illegally held by ~i_~~~ .and j otdaf!. 

'rhe CPI too in its strongholds did not hesitate to press its 

peasant organisatim into action and other U.E' partners too 

did likewise. With the spurt of political activity in the 

countryside there was disquiet in rural parts of the state 

and in many cases the seizure of land and fisheries led to 

a maze of court cases and counter cases were filed by land-

lords, tenants, government and political parties while 

administrative machinery and the police by and large remained 

ineffective. The backwash of inter-party clashes began to 

be felt also in .the working of the U.F government in 1969 68• 
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To eradicate discords among the front partners People 's 

committees were raised which consisted of representatives. of 

various U.F constituent parties. Representatives from the 

CPI (M) were recruited more in number and they mostly 
-

dominated the committees. other front partners subsequently 

raised their rural volunteers and different u. F parties were 

set against each other. Inspite of intra-Front commotion, 

the struggles for recovery of vest and ~~ land continued 

and eviction of tenants was resisted. This movement had 

faced somewhere stiff opposition from the landlords and the 

rural rich. Middle peasants were also frightened in view 

of the regimented attack of the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers. To retain the unity among the , 

cultivating pea~antry, H.K.Konar assured to protect the 

interests of the small and middle peasants and stated that, 

11everything would be done to protect the farmers ' 

. 1169 
~nterests • 

'rhe recording of rights of barg_~~ was not stepped 

up immediately which had to be done through land· settlement. 

Although the u.F governments did not adopt comprehensive 

an;~ildments of the .. existing land laws, it adopted certain 

interim measures and enacted some legislations. It passed 
,.· 

legislations banning all evictions for one year, conferring 

rights of ownership of homestead lands upto one twelfth of 

an acre on poor peasants and agricultural labourers free of 
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cost, requisiti-oning fall0\<1 cultivable land and ?hanging 

the flat rate of land revenue system into a graded system 

making family holdings upto 3 acres of agricultural land 

rent.-free, keeping unaltered the revenue on holdings from 

3 acres to 7 acres, increasing it to 1.25 times for 7 to 

10 acres, 2 times for 10 to 15 acres, 3 times for 15 to 20 

acres and 4 times for beyond 20 acres. Regarding the 

distribution of recovered vest and benami land, the tillers 

who own less tharr 2 acres were prefered. Illegal eviction 

of share-crO?pers was banned. 

It was for the first time, the peasantry saw that the 

left government was actually interested in changing their -

plight and in establishing the peasant rule in the country-

side. 

In the next period {since 1972 to 1977) when the CPI 

entered an alliance with the Congress party both in the 

centre and state legilsatures the struggle for land 

virtually stopped. However, the AIKS-CPI recorded its 

achievement during this period in its AIKS Report that in 

West Bengal 27, aoo acres of !and had been recovered and 14 

members of its peasant organisation had been killed in the 

land struggle between 1970 and 1973. Its all India activity 

• was said to have been more successful in land reform70• 
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Section 4a) ~S:~.PUrsued by Them Ul;:_ing 19ll to 1985. 

In 1977, the communists and leftists came to dominate 

the political situation of the state once again. During 

the period of internal emergency and immediately after its 

withdrawal they invigoratedtheir campaign against the 

ruling congress. The electorate of this state remarkably 

favoured them in the State As~embly and Parliamentary 

elections held in 1977. Only the CPI being in alliance 

with the Congress suffered in these hustings. 

The Left Front (L.F) which emerged in 1977 was led by 

the CPI(M). The L.F partners brought out a 36 point common 

minimum programme (election manifesto) where the issue of 

land reform received a fair attention but the question of 

rural democracy did not find any explicit mention., 

With the coming of Left Front government primary 

importance was given to the implementation of la~.d reforms 

policy in West Bengal. The basic areas of the reform werea 

(a) recovery of vest land and benami land above the ceiling 

in clandestine manner; and distribution of the same among 

the landless, poor peasants and agricultural labourers free 

of price; abolition of all scope of concentration of land 

through a suitable amendment of the existing land reform 

la>vs, and recording of the names of the bargadars to secure 

their interests; b) abolition of all financial debts of the 

,.. 
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peasantry and steps to provide them with cheap and timely 

credit to eliminate their dependence on rural moneylenders 

and usurers; c) exemption of poor peasant from rent on 

land~ d) to incr~ase wages of agricuitural labourers and 

creation of additional employment opportunities f'br them 

during the lean period in the year; and e) provision for 

seeds, manure, agricultural implements at a subsidised rate 

and for irrigation facilities 71 • 

steps taken to implement this programme may be 

classified in the following way : 1) enactment of legisla

tion!- 2) administrative measures for restructuring of land 

settlement and lan'd. management, 3) mobilisation Of rural 

masses, 4) rec:·ording of bar$l,ada~, 5) distribution of the 

recovered land among the landless, poor and agricultural 

labourers. Recognising the limits to bureaucratic actions, 

the Left Front Government strongly felt that unless the 

beneficiaries of the land reform were organised themselves, .. 

the steps suggested for the alleviation of their misery 

would never succeed • 

.Major amendments to the West Bengal Land Reforms let 

of 1955 were passed by the State Assembly on September 29, 

1977 and the assent of the President received on February 

197872 • The Act provided for ~a) eviction Of bargadars as 

a punishable offence; b) exemption of the payment of land 

revenue upto 4 acres of 1 and in irrigated and 6 acres of 

r . ' 
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1 and in non-irrigated areas; c) compulsory grant of receipt 

of a bag1adar for delivery of his share; d) elevation· of 

the status of ~f.S!~~ as a kind of o.mer of the land by 

which they could mortgage the property to secure loan 

advances. The West Bengal Estates Acquisition Act was also 

suitably amended in 1977. A wide legal-cover was provided 

thus for the in.terests of the landless, bargadars and poor 

peasants in the countryside. A political commitment to 

genuine land reforms has by and large been reflected in 

these enactments. 

New departments were also created in 1978 within the 

Land and Land Revenue Mi.nistry for the purpose of different 

activities of the department and ensuring the speedy 

implementation of land reform schemes. Besides a significant 

shift was made in implementation of land reforms by involving 

the pancha~a~. After necessary changes in the W.B. Pan

chayat Act of 1973 three-tier Panchayat elections were held 

in 1978 on the basis of party nomination. Immediately after 

the Panchayat elections, the Panchayat bodies were 

associated with the task of land reforms in the state. The 

emphasis on Panchayat bodies for land reform was due to the 

fact that the representatives of the rural people were in 

the know of facts about vested and benami land and about 

deserving poor among whom these lands should be distributed. 

A sample survey conducted.by the Planning D3partment, 



Government of West Bengal found that 80 per cent of the 

Gram Panchayat (lowest tier) members were drawn from the 
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cultivators and poor occupational groups such as teachers, 

unemployed, landle~s labourer, ~rgadars. and artisans 
73

• 

The L.F found it necessary to organise the rural poor 

and weaker sections and to bring them in the rural orienta-

tion camps. A group of 30 to 40 agricultural labourers, 

new assignees of vested lands and landless share-crappers 

were selected from a cluster of villages in consul~ation 

with the peasant organisations working in the area in order 

••to gather first hand knowledge and understand the problems 

and difficulties of the rural poor as also to encourage 

them to come forward with their legitimate demands notwith-

stan '~.ng the threat and intimidation, economic as well as 
,, 

social pressure of vested interest groups in the rural 

74 areas" • This device helped the fulfilment of twin aims -

mobil is at ion of rural poor and minimisation of inter-party 

clashes which vitiated the countryside during the U.F · 

periods in the 1960 's. 

Another landmark in the land reform activities during 

the first L.F government was in the field of the recording 

of the names of share crappers, pOpularly knovm as 

I t • b ,75 , , Opera J.on ar9a J.n a revolutJ.onary speedo The entire 

work of recording of bargadars under an intensive drive 

involved five distinct Operations, namely, (1) identification 

of areas with the priority where there were large concen-

tration of bargadars; (2) conveninn m<=><=>+-~ .... ~~ -r- ,_ ~·. 
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ownr:::rs and sharecroppers by issuing legally valid notices 

and by beat of dl:'Ums; {3) hearing of facts from both the 

parties and examining the documents, if any; 4) field 

verification; and 5) issuing certificates to sharecroppers 

whose names have been recorded. 

Another important vlOrk of the first L. F government was 

to wage a massive ·movement for the increase of the wages 

of the agricultural \vorkers. In this movement, the 

government, the parties of L.F and various peasant organi-

sations were apprised and pressed into action through 

organising the rural agricultural labourers who were mostly_ 

unorganised for decades. In many places, these .agricultural 

labourers were provided with _vested lands, additional 

employment and other kinds of financial support. The 

demands of the agricultural 1 abourers were fully realized 

76 at par with the rate fixed by the govt. • 

The L.F government introduced the West Bengal Land 

Reforms (Amendment) Act 1981 (which received the President •s 

assent .in IvJarch 1986) for the abolition of intermediaries 

and imposition of ceiling limit for certain types of 

non-agricultural land which remained outside the ceiling 

limit in the previous ceiling Act (1955 Act as amended upto 

1971). As the statement of objects and reasons mentioned. 

This amendment sought 11 to advance the cause of land reforms 

by breaking the concentration of land11 and "by dlstributing 
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- 77 
the ceiling surplus among the landless and landpoor people'' .. 

Another provision was "for setting up land corporation 

'--to alleviate the difficulties faced by raiyat~ holding small 

quantities of land ••• A common service cooperative society 

is proposed in the Bill for catering to the needs of 

bargadars and patta-holder~ under section 49 for aiding them 

with implements and inputs for improved methods of cul ti-

vation. This is intended to free the poorest sections of 

the cultivators. from the clutches of usurious money-lenders. 
- 78 

and other vested interests 11 • 

In the 19 80 's, the political configuration Of the L .F 

appeared to be much stronger after the entry of the cPI 

into the fold of the L.F in this state. By joining hands 

with ·the CPI(M), the CPI strengthened the left unity and 

simultaneously it repudiated its past policy of alliance 

with the Congress party. Some leaders who were now 
---

recognised as responsible for 1970-77 policies of collabo- ---

ration with the Congress and still stuck to those policies .,.. 

were expelled. 

For the 9th West Bengal Assembly elections (1982) the 

election manifesto
79 

stressed more on the implementation 

of the 1 and reform laws enacted by the first L. F _govemment 

and early completion of the work of survey and se.ttlement 

of Land records. .H.ecording-of-rights to bargadars, 

enhancing wages of the agricultural labourers, protection· 
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of the economic interests of the raiyats and bargadars if 

needed by exemption of their 1 oan advances, extending 

irrigation facilities and storage facilities of agricultural 

prs)(~'__;_cts were among the most important measures. The 

manifesto called for ensuring active participation of the 
.,.. 

rural peOple to make the panchayat institutions agencies 

for sustained rural develOpment particularly in the interest 

of the 1 ower strata of the rural people. 

The Left Front parties in vlest Bengal pursued in a 

sustained manner their policy of land reform and democratic 

decentralisation of power for the rural people through the 

panchayat bodies. They also pursued the policy Of keeping 

a constant watch for preserving the results already 

achieved in these regards against their confirmed political 

opponents in the state and in the centre. The manifesto of 

the lOth Assembly election (1S87) on policy of land reform 

and rural democracy emphasised practical tasks rather than 

carrying on polemics against the opponents. It pledged for 

planning at the district level for alround rural development 

through land reform, additional employment of the agricul-

tural 1 abourers, irrigation through the use of under-ground 

water resources and new dams, flood control, intensive 

agriculture for more production, rearing of livestocks better 

communication facilities and mass education, 80 etc. • 

'rhe Land Re:Eorm Policy of -the L. F for comple~e 
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abolition of 1 andl ordism and concentration of 1 and and the 

establishment of democratic Pancha;lati system has received 

much attention. HO\vever, thi.s is an alternative approach 

for India 1s vast rural develOpment • .M:l.ny committees and 

commissions and many state governments ~n by the non-left 

political parties also came to acknowledge the progress 

made in the states ruled by the left and communist parties. 

Now the stvqy will highlight the actual efforts by 

the major L.F parties particularly by the CPI(M) and CPI 

in the state of vlest Bengal and the success achieved 

thereby. 

Section 4b) Respective Organisational steps Pursued by 

Them in This Period 

Resumption of power by the left parties in West Bengal 

in 1977 and their continuation till today is a noticeable 

event in the politics of this state. For immediate radical 

agr~rian reforms and establishment of rural democracy, the 

L.F took a three-pronged strategy - legislative, administra

tive and organisational actions. The L.F parties activated 

their respective frontal organisations particularly at the 

lOcal level for preper realisation of legislative and 

administrative measures. The initiatives of the CPI(M) 

among the front partners were more important in this regard 

as it considered radical land reform by abolition of 
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revolution. 
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Here the study will analyse the organisational steps 

since 1977 in the state of West Bengal. 

I'he mobilisation of peasantry particularly its lower 

strata - small and marginal fanners, barQadars, landless 

agricultural ). abourers and poor artisans who constitute more 

than 80 per cent was the target of the Left Front parties 

to implement their 1 and refonn policy. Under the AIKS 

-CPI(M) there was an unprecedented upsurge in 1977 among 

all sections of peasantry in the shape of a big movement on 

the country-wide demand for recovery of vest and benami 

land, distribution of these lands among the poor peasantry 

and agricultural labourers, recording of rights Of bargadars, 

increase of wages for the agricultural labourers, remunera

tive price for the agricultural prodl.J.ce etc. Within a very. 

short period the countryside of West Bengal witnessed a 

different balance of power •. 'rhe landlords' influence was 

shattered by poorer strata of the rural people and this tirne 

the bureaucracy and police administration remained neutral. 

all along as directed by the L .F parties. Forcible occupa

tion of land and crops of the landlords, mass procession in 

the village roads, social boycott of the landlords who had 

carried on repression during the previous Congress rule 

were the most important organisational activities of the 
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peasant organisations. Actually the CPI(M)-led L.F could 

impress upon the poorer strata that the Left Front Government 

could be used as their own instrument of struggle for 1 and 

in the state. ·rherefore, they rallied round the peasant 

organisations·of the L.F parties. 

Table 7 showSthe recovery of vest land.and distribution 

and recording of rights of sharecroppers during the first 

* five Y.ears of the L.F rule in the state of West Bengal • 

Table 7 Distribution of Surplus Agricultural Land in 
Different States of India (in Acres) 

State 

.Andhra Pradesh 

Assam 

Surplus 
land 

767753 

604172 

Bihar 411698 

Gujarat 239977 

Haryana 119239 

Himachal Pradesh 284053 

Jammu-Kashmir 456000 

Karnatak 293 809 

.Keral a 126195 

.M:ldhya Prade;>h 29 8919 

Maharashtra 708705 

Land 
taken 
possession 
by the 
govt • 

484798 

527023 

305372 

145184 

110701 

3 81462 

450000 

114344 

89587 

2 09174 

607484 

Distribut 
-ed land 

362798 

No. of 
benefi
ciaries 

308756 

389164' 358697 

225553 

107667 

110521 

3340 

450000 

116885 

59651 

136839 

508501 

254386 

24719 

37106 

4400 

450000 

26869 

118403 

49584 

126215 

----------------------------------------------------------
contd ••• 

. 
• I 
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Table 7 contd . . . 
Manipur 

Orissa 

Punjab 

Raj sthan 

1652 

173856 

307810 

613192 

1632 1632 326 

156215 144773 . 121384 

103474 100171 25788 

396782 72871 

·ramilnadu 167979 

544061 

158214 1259 84 99623 

'l'ripura 

U.P 

* H.e 

2012 

508869 

1239887 

1929 1521 1317 

483466 346697 290290 

1111665 836865 1726361 

Dadra-Nagar 
Haveli 8953 7507 4850 1290 

D:lhi 1153 1141 312 654 

Pondicheri 2353 1195 956 1165 

All India 7337836 5935625 4431572 4101204 

Source : Lok Sabha Question-answer, 7th March, 1988. 

* Note : Of the total agricultural land distributed through 
land reforms in India, nearly 20 per cent has been 
contributed by West Bengal, although in the total 
agricultural land in our country1 the State •s 
share is less than 4 per cent. 

L-see - A Collection of Selected Speeche~ 
Jyoti ~~, Chief Minister, West Bengal, 
Calcutta:Deptt. of Information and 
Cultural Affairs, Govt. of W.B. 1991, 
p.78..J. 

y . ' 
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Table 8 Reclamation of vested agricultural land and its 
distribution by the L.F Government of West 
Bengal. (All figures are cumulative in the 
successive years) 

Reclaimed 
upto 

31.12.1978 

31.12.1979 

31.12.1980 

31.12.1981 

31012.1982 

Amount of land vested 
(in acres) 

11,22,576.68 

11,77,180.16 

12,11,616.75 

12,49,177.76 

12,57,337.44 

Amount of land 
distributed 
(in acres) 

6,12,505.38 

6,14,060.22 

6,73,452.63 

7,16,916.22 

7,50,398.44 

Source Land Reforms in West Bengal Statistical Reports, 
1978-1982. compiled by the combines Statistical 
Cell of the Deptt. of the Board of Revenue and 
Deptt. of the Land and Land Reforms, Govt. of West 
Bengal, Writers • Buildings, Calcutta-1. 

Table 9 Number of Sharecropper whose names were recorded 
over their possession under the drive of 
•operation barga • in West Bengal druing 1978-1982 

Recording of 
Rights upto 

31.12.1978 

31.12.1979 

31.12.1980 

-*~-----

.,. 

Numbers of Share-cropper recorded 

Mi dnapor Burdwan 
.District* District*' 

88,678 36,805 

1,41,395 60,767 

2,13,698 791 825 

West 
.Dinajpur 
.District* 

55,164 

70,292 

84,955 

·rot a1 in w. B. 
including all 
other Districts 

5,72,694 

71851117 

10,01, 9 86 

contd ••• 
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Table 9 C?._~~_£ ~·-·~------------·------------------------ ... ------- __.......--~~-----
31.12.1981 2,57,984 87,225 90,116 11,25' 826 

31.12.19 82 2178,382 93,504 92,617 12,06,529 

-- .. ----· ------ ·--- --------------- ---·-·----------------- ...----·---··-----..._.--~~-

~rhese three districts in W.B are specifically s~own because 
field survey has been conducted in some areas ip these 
three districts. n=:tails of the survey are in the forth
corning Chapter VI. 

source : As above. 

The progress of land reform during the first Left 

Front government was appreciable. Recovery of vest lands 

and their distribution among the beneficiaries showed an 

enc_;uraglng trend. So also the distribution of vest land 

among the benefic·iaries increased. 

-~-

Share cropping is the legacy of the semi-feudal land 

relation. 1'-bre than 35 per cent of agricultural 1 and was 

cultivated in this way. lind the share-cro._::>pers were easy 

prey of eviction by the ovmer of t;he land. Peasant 

organisations demanded recording of the rights of the 

share-cro._::>pers since the pre-independence days. The 

Congress rule in the state made a legislative progress 

which lacked proper implementation. It was L .F which 

vigorously promoted this task in the state through 

11 0peration Barga 11
• An important step for this operation 

was of organising intensive QrOUp meetings ncar the place 

of share-cropping land, involving the panchayat bodies, 
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peasa11ts organisations, the concerned ~r_gjL,q,~~ and the 

officials concerned wit~h a view to speedy recording of 

rights of ~~SL~~~~· After the introduction of "operation 

barga" recording had increased from 2.5 ~ in June 1977 

to more than 12 1~~ at the end of 1982. 

The demand for increasing wages for the agricultural 

labourer-s was another major step against rural pOilerty. 

'rhe peasants • organisations, particularly their 10\ver strata 

brought forward the demand for increasing wa9es for the 

agricultural 1 abourers. Therefore, organised movement for 

improving the economic conditions of the agricultural 

labourers became stronger in the countryside in West Bengal 

since 1977. 'rhe daily average wage rates, cash and kind 

combined to;;ether, are shown in Table 10 for the different 

districts of W.B for the years 1976-77 and 1979-80. 

Table 10 Average daily wage rates of agricultural labourers 
in West Bengal in 1975-77 and 1979-80 

(in rupees) -------·---- ·-~--------·----~-------------------- .... 
District 1976-77 1979-80 __ .._·-:-~------- -·-·-·····--------------.... ----- -·----- _. ________ --...--~---_........ ........... 
1. Darjeeling 5.90 7.25 

2. Jalpaiguri 5.20 6.95 

3. Cooch Behar 5.,05 6.25 

4. West Dinajpur 4o70 4.95 

5. Malda 4.50 4.35 
------------------._·------------------~---_..--_____________ .._ ........ 

contd .... 
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Table _1_0 __ contd ~ ·---------·--·------------···--___. ________________ _ 
6. M.lrs hi dab ad 5. 80 7 0 80 

7. Nadia 4.80 5.40 

8. 24-Parg an as 5.75· 7.53 

9. Hovrrah 6.50 8.15 

10. Hooghly 5. 50 7.55 

11., Burdwan 5.70 7.15 

12. Birbhum 5.55 7.30 

13. Bankura 7.10 s.oo 

14. Purulia s.oo 5.15 

15. t-1idnapore 5.40 7.15 -------·- -~----·-_... __________________ . _________ __ 
West Bengal 5.65 6. 75 

Socio-Economic ~Valuation Branch, 'Deptt. of 
Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal. Collected 
from - Rural revel opment and Planning Under 
the L.F.Govt. in W.B. by .or:-. Asim .D3.sgupta, 
Govt. of W.B. 1981, p.12. 

This improvement in wage rate has been a result of an 

increase in the bargaining power of the agricultural 

labourers. It is also related to the active role played 

by the Panchayats, alongwith the peasants 1 organisations, 

in protecting the interests of the agricul tu.ral labourers. 

With the revitalisation of the Panchayati system in 

the state of West Bengal which assumed office in 1978 was 

associated the tasks of land reform and rural development. 

The elected panchayats were given wide powers and 
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responsibilities .. in relation ·to .rural development and were.

provided wit_9 substantial fin~ces 81 • This was a unique 

experiment in the decentralisation of power and these steps 

together could serve as an alternative approach for rural 

development in India. 

The CPI ( M) led L. F government decided to provide, 

step by step an increasing responsibility to the elected 

.rural bodies in the decision-making and implementation of 

various .rural programmes. 'rhese have been manifested in 

the second and subsequent terms of the CPI ( M) led L. F in 

the state of W3st Bengal. 

Activities on land refopn and establishment of rural 

democracy were the persist ant policies of the Cl?I (M) led 

L.F in West Bengal. In the West Bengal Assembly elections 

in 1982 and in the Panchayat elections in 1983 the L.F 

recorded a better electoral performance in the state. The 

Left coalition partners in Kerala and Tripura, were also 

elected to form a majority in these state assemblies. 

Actually the return of the Congress party at the Centre 

did not affect the political scene of the left-ruied states 

in this period. In the state of West Bengal, the CPI's 

entry into the fold of the L.F actually helped the left 

front enormously as the latter had a considerable political 

base. 
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Another significant fact was that for the first time 

the CPI (M) acknowledged the need for a separate organisation 

of the agricultural labourers. Regarding the CPI{M) 's shift 

from the earlier policy of refusing to set up such an 

organisation. M.A. Rasul stated that 11 'rhe rapid numerical 

growth of ·this section in recent years has led to the 

formation of a separate all-India organisation • • • The 

All-India Agricultural Workers' Union {AIAWU) L_-of the 

CPI(M)J Tdas formed. It held its first all-India conference, 

together with the AIKS conference at IYti.&:apore {West Bengal) 

in 1982. These two allied organisations have since been 

functioning in close cooperation with each other; consolida ... 

82 ting their positions in their respective spheres" • 

Simultaneously, in each area of the land reforms programmes, 

cooperation of the peasant organisations and active 

participation of the Panchayat bodies was sought. The 

di.L::'.:ct participa~_ion of the people and their representatives· 

in the application of Land Reform Programme was a new 
.,.. 

example in the country. 

All along the objective of land reforms programm'e 

pursued by the L. F was to reduce, as far as possible the 

disparity and irregularities in the rural economic structure 

by bringin9 about a change in the ownership of 1 aw and land 

tenancy system. The L.F undertook a comprehensive 

multipurpose prograr;une to distribute surplus land among the 

landless and to safeguard the rights of the sharecroppers. 
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The continuing policy was to vest as much surplus land 

above land ceiling in the state as possible within the 

e.x.i ~~ting legal framev1ork and pressing peasant organisations, 

administration arid the panchayat bodies into service for the 

83 
purpose ·Table 11 shm<Js the progress of recovery of vest 

land and distribution in the period from Iecember 1983 to 

:J:ecember, 199 0. 

'rable 11 Reclamation of vested agricultural land and its 
distribution by the L.F government of W.B (All 
figures are cumulative in the successive years) 

------------·----·---·------------------~---·----

Reclaimed upto Amount of land 
vested 
(in acres) 

Amount of land 
distributed (in acres) 

--- --. ···---------------~------~----------------------.~ 
31.12.1983 12,53,259.03 7,73,919.13 

31.12.1984 12,33,270.12* 7,99,224.86 

31.12.19 85 12,43,309.00 8,13, 054.17 

31.12.1986 12 1 5 4 1 86 3 o 89 8,33,190.54 

31.12.1987 12,56,1,73.57 - ** 

31.12.1988 12,57,491.96 8,50,474.22 

31.12.1989 12,60,942.68 8,79,225.00 

31.12.1990 12,61,141.83 9,10,809.22 

Source As Table 7 aboveo 

--------·--
Note : * Since 1984 Khasmahal Land vested in the hands of 

the Government hasoeen excluded as such land did 
not fall in the ca·tegory of agricultural land and 
co..J.l d not be distributed. 

** In this year distribution work was not undertaken. 
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Till the end of second L.F rule in the state, 12.54 

lakh acres of agricultural land had been vested in the 

govarnment. In the next term the L.F continued its policy 

on land reforms. At the end of 1990, 12.51 acres of land 

have been vested in the hands of the government. 

Regarding distribution of vested lands the L. F 's 

continuing policy was to distribute at least a fraction of 

land to each landless rural household. Side by side, the 

government provided minimum agricultural equipments and 

credit to these peasants. Sometimes a small plot of land 

was used for se_condary purposes like animal rearing, fishing 

and planting trees. At the end of the second term of the 

L.F government in West Bengal in 1986, 8.33 lakh acres have 

been distributed to the poor peasants and landless agricul

tural labourers. ·rhe figure rose to 9.1 ~ in 1990. 

This record of land reform to help the rural poor in 

improving their economic condition has no parallel in the 

country. 

Another landmark achievement of this land reform policy 

during the CPI(M) led L.F rule in West Bengal was to safe

guard the right of the sharecroppers and to ensure safe 

cul tlvation by them. Table 12 shO\vS the progress of 

recording of rights of sharecroppers in the state. 
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Table 12 : Number of share-croppers whose names were 
recorded over their possession ·under the drive 
of •Operation Barga • in West Bengal during 
1983-90 __ .._·---------~--.. ··---~--------~--------------

..;:{ecording 
or rights 

Number of Sharecroppers Recorded 

--- --------------~-~-

_,.. 

. . 

Midnapore Burd\van 
District k: District*· 

------------------------
31.12.19 83 2,88,433 9912 82 

31.12.1984 2,92,140 1,04,399 

31.12.1985 2,96,411 1,08,546 

31.12.1986 2~99,127 1,11,095 

31.12.1987 3,01,016 1,13,588 

31.12.1988 3,02,914 1, 15, 182 

31.12.1989 3,03,652 1,17,411 

31.12.1990 3, 03, 857 1,19,417 

West 
Dinajpur 
District k: 

Total in 
West Bengal 
including 
all other 
Districts 

-------·-----
93,887 12,71,218 

95,105 13,11, 482 

95,972 13,37,533 

96,745 13,61,680 

97,146 13,79,134 

9 8,162 13,94,753 

98,195 14,05,442 

98,.195 14,29,319 

~-~----·---·-·-·-------------·---~----

source : As Table 8 above. 

· * These three districts have- been specifically shO\m as 
they have been covered in the field survey results of 
which has been placed in Ch. VI. 

At the end of 1986, the names of 13.61 lak.Jl bargadars 

have been recorded and at the end of 1990 this figure rose 

to 14. 2 9 1 akh. 

For the increase of wages of the agricultural 

·1 abourers movements by the peasants • and agricultural 

workers • organisations of the CPI (M) and the CPI have 
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been strengthened since 1983. rrhe CPI{l'1) in its Reports ----
of Front·J.l .'\ctivities-1985, stated 11 £Very year in the t\.YO ------·-- -
sessions of cultivations and ha.rvesting, the movement is 

directed by g..11d large in an organised manner. Both centrally 

and district\vise, regular efforts are being made to issue 

pamphlets, hold meetings, small conventions, mass meetings 

in order to strengthen the campaign and movement and an 

organised fo)'tm given to the movement through taken strives 

in the state and in the districts. Efforts are constantly 

being made to organise these movements jointly with other 

1 , , 184 
left peasants organ~sat~ons • • 

The Report stated with satisfaction that 11the minimum --
* daily wage as determined by the government has been 

85 
achieved11 • 'rhe CPI (H) led L. F stressed more on the poorest 

strata of the peasantry and agricul tura.J. labourers. 

Particularly, the CPI(M) whose political base in the state 

is wide ranging brought the Party's lOth congress (held at 

Jullundher in 1978) Resolution into practice. For cPI (M) 

11basing agricultural 1 abourers, poor peasants emphasis be 

given on the importance of building up unity of agricultural 

labourers, poor peasants and the rich peasants, and not on 

the old pattern of peasants ' unity on the basis Of middle 

86 
and rich peasants 11 

• It further called for isolating the 

h<md.ful of landlords and for expediting the thor<:>ugh land 

reform movement for its early completion. --------
* Rate of Minimum Wages has been appended as Appendix II!o 
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Regarding the extension.of rural democracy, the 

panchayat-system in the state of 'f~st Bengal established 

by the L.F marked a steady progress in the sphere of. the 

extension of social justice since 1978. During the L.F 

rule as the Chief Ivli.nister, Jyoti Basu said, 11 'rhe Panchayat: 

institutions working as vital instruments of rural 

development are entrusted with the execution of all important 

schemes and programmes relating to the ameliorative action 

in the villages. It has been proved beyond doubt, that 

these institutions can really go a 1 ong way in mitigating 

• :h h • d I 87 I h vaL·~ous proJJlems of t e country-s~ _e• • • T e performance 

of the Panchayats in all these programmes has been 

notevJOrthy. In the field of lane:. reforms ••• L-~lest Bengal_] 

occupies a special position of price in the country, and 

this has been made possible in no small measure by the 

participation of local people through the Panchayats ••• 

Fl_.:-:~ing Commission, it has observed that the involvement 
.. 

of Panchayats had led to much better coordination in the 

- 88 implernentati6n of the programme in I·Jest t3engal 11 • 

·rhe Panchayat institutions v1ere made responsible to 

the rural people. The amended Panchayat Act 11made obliga-

tory to call a public meeting every six months and twice a 

year and to place everything before it in order to build 

up a close relation and contact with the people. The 

statement of accounts of grants received from the government 
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has to be hung up in the office; the list of the recipients 

has also to be hung up - so that people rnay knO\'>' everything 

and keep v,rhich ... Besides, arrangements have been made 

for keeping watch upon the tiers of the Panchayat by the 

party Committees, Kisan organisations of the respective 

level 1189 • 

The L.F parties made th~ Panchayat bodies representative 

in character, reflecting the interests of poor classes in the 

iural areas by reducing the domination of the rural affluent 

over the panchayat bodies iri. 11'lest Bengal. 

'rhe introduction of the decentralized planning upto 

the block level during the L.F rule heralded a new beginnihg 

in the planning process in the state. This experiment has 

been recognised everywhere as a bold step to involve the 

90 
peOple with the entire planning set-up • Land reform and 

rejuvination of the Panchayat system in ~st Bengal under 

the CPI (I•l) led-L. F rule are two big successes. 

It may be concluded that the CPI(H)-led L.F rule 

including the CPI since 19 80, has been successfully under-

mining feudal and semi-feudal 1 and relations. and reducing 

concentration of land in the countrysidee The panchayat 

system instituted and run here since 1978 has also been 

st:·~~)ngthening democracy in the rural areas of the state91 • 
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